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How to reconstruct dynamic cardiac PET data?
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INTRODUCTION

Myocardial blood flow measurements with PET

have recently entered clinical practice with multiple

clinical tools for quantification of myocardial blood flow

and myocardial flow reserve.1 These measurements can

be obtained without additional radiation or imaging

from dynamic data on 3D PET/CT, complementing the

information obtained from static and gated myocardial

perfusion scans and providing additional prognostic

information.2,3 At the same time, vendors have dramat-

ically improved PET image reconstruction techniques,

incorporating advanced image corrections, but the

applications of these reconstruction techniques have

been directed primarily to the oncological field.4 How

will these recent advances in PET reconstruction affect

quantification of myocardial blood flow?

In this issue of the Journal of Nuclear Cardiology,

O’Doherty et al5 study the effect of iterative image

reconstruction with resolution recovery on the quantifi-

cation of myocardial blood flow. The particular technique

used is amethod implemented onGE 3D PET/CT scanner

which includes built-in regularization implemented as

Bayesian penalized likelihood. This recent algorithm has

been used clinically in oncological imaging and has

shown favorable characteristics compared to first-gener-

ation standard iterative technique, ordered subsets

expectation maximization (OSEM).6 Although the

authors study dynamic blood flow of 13-N-Ammonia,

the studies were performed for assessment of cardiac

sarcoidosis, and therefore no stress blood flow data were

analyzed. The authors conclude that the dynamic recon-

struction with advanced techniques results in less noise

than comparable reconstructions obtained with filtered

back projection (FBP) andOSEM, and do not cause bias in

the estimation of the input function. They also establish

optimal parameters for this new reconstruction technique

with respect to the noise.

The myocardial blood flow quantification has been

performed only at resting condition by O’Doherty et al,

and the question remains if the results can be extrap-

olated to a more typical application—measuring

hyperemic myocardial blood flow and flow reserve—

which are most relevant diagnostically. Nevertheless, it

is certainly a timely initial study, since a new generation

of reconstruction methods is being introduced in the

clinical practice, and older algorithms such as FBP may

not be even available on some of the new hardware

platforms. It is therefore important to understand the

benefits and limitations of the latest advances in image

reconstruction as they relate to the established measure-

ments of myocardial blood flow.

WHY STILL FILTERED BACK PROJECTION?

Early seminal PET studies, which established the

quantitative models for myocardial flow estimation, used

FBP and 2DPET. FBP provides a fast, direct solutionwith

stable results. FBP is a linear, analytic algorithm, ensuring

that on average image voxels are directly proportional to

the measured activity. However, all PET (and SPECT)

acquisitions have inherently noisy measurements due to

count limitations, and this approach leads to relatively

noisy images. Along with noise, FBP suffers from

artifacts such as (1) positive or negative streaks arising

from focal activity regions (potentially problematic for

subdiaphragmatic activity that could cause streaks into the

myocardium) and (2) negative values around low-activity

regions.Myocardial blood flowmeasurements, especially
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early frames with extremely low-count densities, present

specific challenges.

WHY ITERATIVE RECONSTRUCTION METHODS?

Because of its noise and artifacts, FBP is generally

considered inferior to newer iterative methods. Origi-

nally, OSEM became a favored algorithm in PET

because it offered rapid convergence in high-count

regions. For oncology applications requiring hot feature

detection, this was a favorable property as high-count

lesions quickly appeared out of relatively low-count

backgrounds. Unfortunately, OSEM has a slower con-

vergence in low-count regions, making it less optimal

for cold feature imaging.7 Considering that dynamic

cardiac imaging requires a mix of good hot feature

performance (especially for input function estimation)

and cold feature performance (for defect zones along

myocardium), the question regarding the validity of

OSEM-type methods for cardiac dynamic flow mea-

surements has not been fully settled. It is of particular

importance that the area under the curve of the initial

fast bolus inside left ventricle is measured accurately. A

decade ago, when first-generation iterative techniques

were introduced to clinical practice, some investigators

found that the results were not interchangeable when

compared to FBP.8 It has been demonstrated that

iterative technique such as OSEM do not provide

accurate image-derived input functions for cardiac

PET studies because of bias in count estimation,9

although this bias can be potentially compensated by

smoothing.

On the other hand, new reconstruction methods

offer great potential for improved noise statistics8 and

improved image fidelity.10 It has been demonstrated for

cardiac dynamic applications that iterative techniques

also yield improved image accuracy and less noise

compared with FBP.11 The overall image appearance is

of great importance for dynamic blood flow quantifica-

tion because it will allow better delineation of the

myocardial border and better detection of potential

patient motion. The improved image quality will enable

more reliable placement of the regions of interest for the

blood and myocardium, and reduced reliance on manual

contour adjustments and corrections. The improved

overall repeatability of quantitative MBF measurements

has been demonstrated with iterative reconstruction.12

NEWER TECHNIQUES

Although early studies of iterative reconstructions

method have indicated some potential limitations, with

respect to quantitative accuracy, newer implementations

including resolution recovery and advanced regularization

methods have been shown tomitigate some of these issues.

For example, recently it has been shown that resolution

recovery methods can reduce low-statistics bias in quan-

titative dynamic PET.13 Studies of optimal parameter

setup for iterative techniques have been performed,

recommending using more image updates performed with

more iterations, but with less subsets, to reduce bias.14

Time-of-flight (TOF) methods combined with resolution

recovery have been shown to improve quantification of

dynamic cardiac PET compared to FBP and standard

iterative reconstruction in a phantomstudy.15Recently, the

suitability of the TOF reconstruction with resolution

recovery was studied in patients for 13-N-Ammonia blood

flow quantification.16 The authors concluded that TOF

allowed better visual image quality and contrast with TOF.

TOF also improved the reproducibility of segmental flow

estimates. While analytic TOF reconstruction methods

have been proposed, it should be noted that the only

commercial reconstruction methods for TOF data are

iterative. The application of the new reconstruction tech-

niques to the myocardial blood flow quantification is

discussed in detail by Moody et al in a recent comprehen-

sive review.17

RUBIDIUM-82

A note of caution is required in extrapolating these

recent findings to dynamic blood flow quantification

with Rubidium 82 (Rb-82), which is by far the most

commonly used tracer in the United States for this

application. Only one recent study reported application

of TOF and resolution recovery for myocardial blood

flow quantification with Rb-82.18 The authors found a

considerable increase in the MBF values compared to

standard OSEM and recommended further studies. The

difficulties with Rb-82 may be related to the fact that

resolution recovery and TOF techniques have been

primarily developed for different tracers, and Rb-82

requires special considerations due to longer positron

path and the need for prompt gamma correction.19 Thus,

a separate evaluation will be required to test the

application of the new reconstruction methods for

dynamic blood flow quantification with Rb-82.

Nevertheless, new iterative reconstruction tech-

niques are becoming widely used in clinical studies of

myocardial blood flow20–22 for various tracers. It will be

important to note which exact methods and parameters

have been applied when comparing the results from

these studies and comparing the quantitative results and

abnormality thresholds between these clinical studies.

The comparative studies of different reconstruction

techniques such as those presented by O’Doherty et al

will provide valuable reference in this regard.
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TAKE HOME MESSAGE

Vendors are introducing several new reconstruction

techniques, often replacing classic methods such as filtered

back projection. The initial validation of these techniques is

usually performed in the oncological applications. The new

reconstruction techniques have the potential to improve the

performance of dynamic cardiac imaging by providing lower

noise images and better definition of the myocardium. These

techniques are becoming widely used in clinical studies of

myocardial blood flow. However, cardiac dynamic imaging

has unique requirements due to the quantitative aspect of the

measurements. Therefore, it is important to verify the

application of these new methods for this application.

Although some limitations have been demonstrated with

the first-generation iterative techniques with respect to the

quantitative accuracy, latest advances in noise regularization

are likely to overcome these difficulties. Further validation

studies are needed to better understand the use of these new

techniques for the dynamic quantitative analysis.
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